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Making the Business Case
Our mission at Prompt, Inc. is to deliver innovative, reliable, cost-effective, and efficient
software solutions for Human Resource and Compensation professionals. Our clientele includes
Ryder Truck Rental, Pier 1 Imports, Texas Health Resources, Exterran, Co-operators Insurance
and other companies ranging in size from 300 to 25,000+ employees.
PromptPayPlanner® is our Global Total Rewards Planning software solution, designed for
organizations ranging from from 250 to 500,000 employees, and has the flexibility to meet the
most complex salary planning requirements. Your managers can view their employees, make pay
decisions within your guidelines, and use powerful, intuitive reporting tools for clear
communication to their staff. IT leaders and security experts will appreciate our status as security
innovators. Our systems utilize database field-level encryption as well as encryption over-thewire, ensuring the ultimate in security as your company’s information travels via the internet or
your own internal network. Boasting incredible ease of use, an unparalleled commitment to
security, affordability, and “no-wait” customer service, Prompt, Inc.’s powerful solutions
proudly stand head and shoulders above the competition. Thanks to the flexible nature of
PromtPayPlanner®, additional modules such as Total Reward Compensation Statements, Salary
Change Forms for off-cycle increases, and Multiple Languages can be added.
PromptPerformance® is our Performance Management solution, and seamlessly integrates your
Performance Review forms and ratings with PromptPayPlanner®. Designed to mimic your
existing forms, PromptPerformance® incorporates our efficient workflow, notification, and
approval process. PromptPerformance® allows employees and managers to focus on their jobs
while the system’s design facilitates smooth, easy use for a simple, pain-free process.
We invite you to explore our website and schedule a demo to learn more about our service and
software solutions. Our team goes above and beyond to provide you with a fast implementation
of high quality software, all with our affordable prices. We look forward to saving you time and
money with our innovative solutions, and to delivering the Prompt Promise – On Time, On
Budget, and To Your Specifications!
Sincerely,

We Know Compensation

We Know Software
Gillian Wofford Oechslin
President & Founder
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